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Millions from Waste
Years ago, your editor compiled a book descriptive of
a system for the destructive distillation of garbage (in
vented by a Marius P. P. Riis). Several attempts were
made by Mr. Riis to set up plants in which the system
could be tested. Those plants about which we have any
information soon shut down, but there probably are some
similar and more successful plants in operation either in
the United States or Canada.
However, the whole general idea impresses us as being
worthy of extended research on the part of our young
chemists, and doubtless would be the means of developing
an entirely new industry which, in addition to ridding the
American people of much unwanted material, would render
the problem of garbage disposal distinctly profitable.
Everyone knows that garbage contains scraps of meat,
bones, "tin" cans, fats, oils, decaying or unwanted vege
table matter, etc. This material is gathered at consider
able expense and is used either for land fill or, in the case
of coastal cities, is dumped at sea at a much greater ex
pense, only to drift back and plague shore-front property
owners. Then, too, much unconsumed coal is found in the
ashes which are thrown out. This coal contains useable
energy.
In the method proposed by Riis, the refuse and garbage
was dumped into huge retorts. Here it was burned in a
confined space and at the proper moment steam was in
jected periodically into the retorts in much the same man
ner as in the manufacture of illuminating gas.
The gas thus produced, according to engineering reports,
was more than sufficient to heat the retorts; in fact, much
of the surplus energy was used to operate an engine-driven
generator which supplied light, current for unloaders, ma
chine shops, etc. The by-products, consisting of fertilizers,
carbon, coal tar and its derivatives, alcohols, esters,
glycerols, acids and the like were to be made available
for commerce.
Years ago, in an effort to make itself self-sustaining,
Germany saved garbage of all kinds and converted it
rapidly into material which would be useful in the pro
jected war. Anyone who read between the lines in those
days saw the direction toward which that country was
headed. Prior to the present conflict, your editor wrote
about the coming struggle over and over again. He
stressed Germany's hoarding of such materials which
would be cut off by a blockade—a hoarding to which
nothing virtuous could be ascribed. Today, we read that
soaps are at premium in England; they have been un
obtainable in France for months, except for the small
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quantity which Germany permits to be "exported" into
her occupied territory. And most of this soap and much
of the cooking oils were made from purified garbage!
Research into the productiveness of a pail of garbage
is well within the capabilities of the student scientists
, of the calibre of those affiliated with the American In
stitute Science and Engineering Clubs.
Perhaps there is nothing inviting in the quality or
aroma of the contents of the garbage pail. But if you
realize that your own investigations might be condusive
toward freeing rivers and oceans of pollution, toward
eradicating a source of vile odors, toward making garbage
disposal a profitable venture by utilizing a form of wealth
which is now being thrown away, and toward ridding the
nation forever of this nuisance and the flies and rats
which breed around the garbage heaps, you might look
more kindly into the garbage pail.
This desire to make waste matter into useable material
is a constant problem with manufacturers. Often the
solution brings about a new industry which makes such
demands that the previously wasted matter actually must
be manufactured to take care of the mounting orders.
Not always, however, does utilization of waste lead to
new industrial developments. For example, the L. S.
Waterman Company moved their plant recently. As a
result, the flooring of the old plant was ripped up and
burned, walls and ceilings were scrubbed down and even
the soil below the building was panned to recover gold
whicAi settles throughout the building during the pen
manufacturing process. It is claimed that more than
$50,000 worth of gold is recovered yearly merely by
washing workmen's clothes and burning their old shoes.

We Need More Monkeys
America faces a serious shortage of rhesus monkeys.
These animals, imported from British India, are used for
medical research on quinine substitutes, sulfanilamide
derivitives and for investigation into the causes of in
fantile paralysis. According to an editorial in "Industrial
and Engineering Chemistry," a publication of the Ameri
can Chemical Society, more than 12,000 monkeys are
used yearly as test animals for new drugs. Someone
should start a rhesus monkey farm and discover a way
of breeding these animals in quantity in captivity. Others
should scout around for a good and much needed monkey
substitute.
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A few of the many items which are using millions of genuine four-leal clovers as centers of attraction.

Hobbyist Raises Four-Leaf Clovers
OUR-LEAF clovers for years have
F
been considered to harbinger good
luck. To find a single four-leafed
variety in a clover patch is an extreme
ly difficult task; in fact the chances
are said to be one in a million.
But Mr. Charles T. Daniels, a tele
phone engineer and wire chief of the
Canal Zone area, applied himself to a
hobby to which his father was unable
to drive him (during his youth), even
with the threat of a hickory stick. As
a result, and after nearly 20 years of
experimentation, Mr. Daniels developed
a pure strain of four-leaf clovers which
he raises and sells by the millions. This
hobby he carries on in his spare time.
The novelty industry was quick to
sense the possibilities of the use of
four-leaf clovers in hundreds of differ
ent ways. Orders for the pressed leaves
increased so rapidly that it became
quite a problem to handle them, so in
addition to his horticultural efforts, Mr.
Daniels had to become an inventor and
design a press in which the leaves could
be handled. This press is heated by

oil the temperature of which is main
tained by a thermostatically controlled
electric heater. The rapid drying at
controlled temperature holds the color
in the clover leaves.
As a result of an extended floricul-

Suff I'holu
A single clover plant of the new four-leaf strain
developed by C. T. Daniels (the one at the
extreme right was broken). Insert shows a sixleaf variety recently developed by the Canal Zone
engineer and scientific hobbyist

Mr C T Daniels, looking over a few of the flats in which he raises
four leaf clovers on his Balboa, Canal Zone, property. The covers serve
for shade and prevent damage from rain.

tural effort, millions of the four-leaf
clovers are available today in charms,
bracelets, cuff buttons, pins, letter open
ers, greeting cards, visiting and calling
cards and blotters. A few of the many
novelties may be seen in the photograph
at the top of this page.
An idea of the magnitude of the
undertaking may be gathered when
one realizes that the Traveler's Insur
ance Company alone, ordered one mil
lion of the "good luck" leaves to be
placed on the cards (shown in the photo
at the top of this page). The Woolworth stores have purchased more than
a million and a half and the average
for the remaining novelties is better
than a half million each.
Truly a hobby can be made to pay
dividends. No doubt it will be many
years before Mr. Daniels is compen
sated for the time and energy which
was put into the development of this
strain of clover. But one does not ride
a hobby for the financial return it may
yield. Instead, a hobby is followed be
cause of the mental relaxation it brings.

I'lwtus courtesy Lnarles 1>. Fox
The picked four-leaf clovers are floated in water, then arranged on wet
sheets of paper and put ir.to the oil-heated press, designed by Mr. Daniels
and his two engineering student sons.
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Tacoma
Bridge's
"Harmonic
Undulations"
Dr. D. B. Steinman, Internation
ally Known Authority on Bridge
Design, Tells Why the Tacoma
Bridge Collapsed
aerodynamic phenomena in long-span
suspension bridges and were the first
engineers to devise and install success
ful corrective measures. This was in
- ,
Staff Photo
the summer of 1938, before the opening
Only an examination of the model or a motion pichue can do justice to this demonstration. Under
of the Thousand Islands bridges and
the influence of wind, produced by an electric fan, this small section of the Tacoma-Narrows Bridge,
before the construction of the Deer Isle
built to scale, rocks to the extent shown in this action photo. Dr. D- B. Steinman is standing
beside the model.
bridge in Maine, both designed and
built by this firm. This information
LMOST simultaneously with the ap dulations to dangerous
proportions, on the aerodynamic phenomena dis
pearance of the previous issue of
even in a gentle wind." By such ex covered and on the successful remedial
this publication, Dr. D. B. Steinman, periments, with parallel blackboard measures was made available to the
engineer and bridge designer, was de analysis, the lecturer showed that a flat profession in a technical paper pub
livering a lecture to an audience at the horizontal plate possesses "aerodynamic lished by Dr. Steinman in 1938. Simi
Brooklyn's Engineers' Club and demon stability," and he thus explained the lar corrective measures were applied in
strating that the collapse of the safety and stability of the George 1939 on the Bronx-Whitestone bridge,
Tacoma Bridge could have been averted Washington bridge. A suspended ver supplemented by the additional stays
easily. With models, motion pictures, tical plate, however, was shown to be now ordered. Anticipating the problem
diagrams and slides, Dr. Steinman unstable in a steady breeze, and the on the Whitestone bridge and the more
showed how harmonic undulations combination of such vertical surfaces serious trouble on the Tacoma span, the
with a horizontal plate to form a firm secured a patent on the system
might attain dangerous proportions.
In the previous issue of this publica replica of the cross-section of the they had developed of bracing against
tion your editor stressed the advisa Tacoma span was shown to have aerodynamic undulations.
"aerodynamic
instability,"
bility of investigating the field of har marked
Dr. Steinman pointed out how the
monic vibrations, not only in bridges, building up violent oscillations of the Tacoma bridge could easily have been
character
and
proportions
that
pro
but also for their effect upon chemical
made safe by the addition of a com
reactions, physical phenomena and bac duced the Tacoma disaster. A light paratively inexpensive system of rope
feather
touch,
applied
at
selected
points
terial or other cell growths. At that on the structural model, prevented the stays. He also suggested that the
time we did not know about Dr. Stein- oscillations from developing, indicating bridge could have been saved if, on
man's researches which, by the way,
light rope stays might effectively the morning of the failure, two strings
proved the "theory" expostulated in where
be applied in the actual structure to of loaded trucks had been placed on
the text.
cure the trouble. Placing weights on the span to increase its weight against
In his lecture Dr. Steinman pointed the span also prevented the oscillations wind uplift. The lecturer summarized
out that the trend of design, during the from developing-. Replacing the solid the picture by stating that the Tacoma
past generation, has been toward re plate girders with equivalent open Xarrows bridge was perfectly safe for
duced rigidity of suspension bridges, trusses reduced the amount of the un the loading for which it was designed,
until a border line was reached in sev dulations, but did not eliminate them. namely vertical loading and static wind,
eral recent spans which developed un
Dr. Steinman told how his firm, but that the design had "failed to pro
dulations under certain wind conditions. Robinson and Steinman, consulting en vide for the dynamic effect of a steady
The Tacoma bridge went beyond all gineers, were the first to discover these iriwd in producing harmonic oscillations
precedent in slenderness of design, re
of inrrcfwing amplitude."
sulting in extreme susceptibility to
aerodynamic effects. In his treatise on
suspension bridges, Dr. Steinman
recommended a minimum width of onethirtieth of the span and a minimum
vertical depth of l/150th of the span;
t p Y E R Y O N E knows that the iris of
in the Tacoma bridge these ratios were
••—' the eye changes in size according
g
reduced to 1 in 72 horizontally and 1
to the amount of light which falls upon
in 350 vertically.
it. When a scene is brilliantly illumi
"High flexible towers and long sus
nated the iris is small; when the light
pended side spans added to the flexi
is dim the iris becomes larger. Taking
bility of the design, and a coincidence
advantage of this property, the Black
of natural oscillation periods of towers
Hills Industries, Inc., have developed
and spans aggravated the susceptibility
an exposure meter consisting of a
of the structure to the setting up of
mirror and scale, which permits the
harmonic undulations
of dangernus
user to make a comparison between the
magnitude," Dr. Steinman stated.
iris of his eye and a series of black
By means of simple models suspended
discs and from the chart he then de
in front of an electric fan, Dr. Steintermines the correct exposure for black
man demonstrated the conditions that
produce a "building up of harmonic unand white or color photos.

A

The Eye as a Photo Exposure Meter

Staff Photo
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New "Black-out"
p \ U R readers will recall the story in
^* our previous issue entitled "Hu
man Gophers" which proposed the
building of homes underground. The
readers also will remember that the
recommendations for such homes of the
future were based fundamentally upon
the ease of construction, the economy
of heating and cooling, the safety from
fires and the feature of beautifully
landscaping the property. Only as a
secondary consideration was mention
made of the security which such a home
would offer against explosive and in
cendiary bombs dropped from the air.
As we go to press, the newspapers
carry stories about richly outfitted
homes which were suggested for the
London area prior to this second
World's War. Had many homes of this
type been built, instead of merely pro
posed, the property damage and loss of
life would have been limited in bombed
cities.
Hopefully, America will remain out
of war. Nevertheless, the new plants
and factories which are being built to
day are making preparations for any
eventuality. For example, the new
plant of the Douglas Aircraft Company
at Long Beach, California, will incor
porate in its buildings and 200 acres
of production space, defensive arrange
ments and construction ideas which
have never been attempted in an air
craft factory on this continent.
In addition to being completely in
visible at night, either on the ground
or from the air, all structures of this
Long Beach plant will be fully air-con
ditioned. They will be artificially
lighted but will have "black-out" pro
visions; that is, light traps at all en
trances and exits to prevent spotting
the plant from the air at night. There
will be several independent sources of
supply of gas and electricity, while

Aircraft Factory

Douglas Aircraft Company Photo
An architect's drawing of the new "black-out" plant of the Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., now
being built at Long Beach, California. The buildings are all decentralized to prevent spread of fires
or limit damage from aerial bombardment. Beneath them are found bomb-proof shelters which
provide safety for the personnel. No light can filter out of this plant at night, consequently it
becomes difficult to spot the buildings from the air.

adequate oil and gasoline tanks will be
in subterranean vaults.
Additional safety measures arc provided by decentralizing the larger units
and housing them in eleven separate
buildings so spaced as to afford the
maximum possible protection from fire
or shell fragments. Adequate bomb
proof shelters for all the personnel will
be built and these will be well pro
visioned to feed those who may find it
necessary to remain underground for a
long time to escape aerial bombard
ment.
At this Douglas Aircraft Company
plant a huge enclosed automobile park
ing yard will be connected with the

plant by underground passages. Spe
cial railroad tracks will enter the receiving and construction buildings
through double, light-proof doors. The
trees and shrubs in front of the build
ings will blend into the color scheme
of the structures and the architects
claim that the trees will have flat tops
and be of even height with factory
buildings so that the shadows which
they cast will distort the pattern and
make it difficult to determine exactly
where the factory is located if observed
from a high altitude.
It is probable that this plant will
have the first bomb-proof shelter built
in a factory in America. Yet, there is
no reason why this idea should not
spread. The safety of personnel in any
production plant is of utmost impor
tance, the safety of those who remain
at home is an even greater requirement.
If a worker feels that his family is safe
veloped in the evening. If any of the from air attack, he will do his best; if
laboratory workers have been exposed he finds it necessary to worry about
to scattered X-rays, black spots will those who are not able to take care of
show on the film or it will be blackened themselves as well as he thinks he can
(although no one is immune from aerial
entirely.
in a besieged city), then
If this happens often the laboratory bombardment
technician is told to keep away from his work suffers.
the operating equipment for a while or
America fondly hopes that it will
further protective devices are added never be necessary to keep our workers
to insure safety.
underground. Underground homes, on
the other hand, are entirely different;
in many respects they are superior to
those located above the street level.
This new factory of the Douglas Air
craft Company at Long Beach, shown
above, will cost more than $11,000,000,
including the price of machinery. It is
expected to be in full operation by the
summer of 1941 and will employ ap
proximately 15,000 workers receiving
an annual payroll of nearly $28,000,000.
The Douglas Company also has en
larged its facilities at Santa Monica
and El Segundo where it produces
many planes for the U. S. Army, Navy,
Marine Torps and commercial airlines.

The Largest Industrial X-Ray Tube
and X-Ray Safety Wrist Bands
HE X-ray tube on the front cover
T
of the present issue probably is the
largest and most powerful industrial

unit in the world. With it photographs
can be taken through four inches of
steel with an exposure of less than
two minutes. Heretofore hours were
required to do this. The tube is now
in use in the X-ray Laboratories of the
General Electric Company, Schenec
tady, New York, where it is being em
ployed to locate hidden flaws in the
metal parts and castings of electrical
equipment. The tube is said to be
capable of producing energy equal to
ninety million dollars worth of radium.
Naturally the men working with such
powerful X-ray equipment must safe
guard themselves against an overdose
of X-rays which, over a period of time,
might prove harmful. To act as a
tell-tale, each of the men wears on his
wrist a small leather case attached to
a wrist band. Inside this leather case
is a small piece of unexposed X-ray
film. This is worn all day and is de

General Electric Company Photn
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This enlarged cros^-section through a piece of cloth, manufactured by
the process described in the accompanying text, shows the dense orderly
fibres standing as upright a s blades of grass and securely fastened into

Fedcml Fashion News Photo
the fabric construction. The Fibredown process, as the method has been
called, influences the alignment of the fibres by high-voltage electrical
charges. The process is explained in the accompanying text.

Fibres Appliqued to Fabrics by Electricity
\
NEW methuil for producing orna
' i mental fabrics in which short
libres are caused to stand upright in
an electrical field in which position they
are cemented to cloth, has recently been
developed by the Arnold Print Works.
The simulated embroidered cloth pro
duced in this fashion has met with in
stant popular appeal and several mil
lion yards of the material have already
been marketed.
Three years ago, a technician of the
Arnold Print Works read an article
which discussed the method of elec
trically orienting grains of sand or
garnet in the manufacture of sand
paper, developed in 1926 by the Behr
Manning Corporation, a division of the
Norton Company. Before that time
sandpaper was made by dumping the
sand or other abrasives on an adhesive-

Because each individual fibre is anchored into
the adhesive, the tufted designs do not pull away
from the cloth. The photo above is a magnified
view of a piece of cloth to which a design has
been applied.
A few samples of different types of electricaJ
"embroidery" are shown in the photo at the right.
SCIENCE M|:SRRYEi; • FEERUARY

coated paper. By the electrical proc
ess, the individual grains of sand, when
passing through an electrostatic field,
were made to stand upright. In this
way the cutting property of sandpaper
was benefitted by 20 to 50','c.
Cooperative experiments were soon
under way between the two companies
mentioned and a machine especially
suited to cotton fibres was built.
In practice, a special adhesive is ap
plied to the fabric in a diamond, dot.
star, leaf, scroll or other shape. A
short period of time is permitted to
L-lapse to allow the adhesive to pene
trate sufficiently into the fabric. The
fabric is then run through the new unit
which applies the "embroidery." Here,
short tufts of rayon or cotton fibres are
fed to a conveyor belt which passes be
tween two electrodes across which is

applied a potential up to 60,000 volts.
The fabric with its adhesive-coated de
signs ready to receive the "embroidery"
moves in close proximity to the con
veyor belt and the short-cut fibres are
propelled from the belt to the cloth
waiting to receive them. By electricity,
the fibres are made to stand upright (at
right angles to the cloth), and become
cemented in position in this upright
position.
Laundry, dry-cleaning and testing
laboratory reports indicate that fibres
thus applied cling with all the intensity
of actual embroidery even though the
applications have been made not only
on cotton goods but also to sheers, such
as voiles and lawns. This year designs
will be applied to muslins, organdies
and broadcloths. The photographs on
this page show some of the designs.

An especially designed delicately-suspended bed for recording the quantity of blood pumped by the heart.

Photo Isaac Starr. M.D.

Rocking Bed Records Heart's Output
A NEW and valuable apparatus, the
**• Ballistocardiograph, which re
cords the blood output of the heart, has
been developed by Dr. Isaac Starr, Pro
fessor of Research Therapeutics of the
University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine, and his associates. By means
of this apparatus an estimate of the
amount of blood which the heart de
livers to the arteries can be made once
every fifteen minutes all day long, if
need be. The patient suffers no incon
venience whatever while the test is
being made because he has nothing
whatever to do but to lie relaxed on a
special table; nothing is attached to
his body.
Up to the present time, physicians
have had no suitable method of esti
mating the amount of blood circulation.
True, the heart can be examined by
X-rays, records can be made by electro
cardiograph, the pulse can be palpated
and blood pressure can be estimated.

SPRING AND
MIRROR

but all of these things do not tell one
exactly how much blood the heart is
pumping. However, with the Ballisto
cardiograph, a rapid and easy method
has been developed for estimating the
cardiac output of all but a few patients
and for determining the pumping action
of the heart at rest or under stress.
With this apparatus differentiation be
tween diseases of the heart from those
of circulation can be determined. A
feeble circulation, for example, does
not necessarily indicate a weak heart.
The apparatus, shown in the photo
above and diagram below, consists of a
table suspended from the ceiling by
wires and braced against the side wall
so that lateral motion is prevented.
The table, however, can move longi
tudinally. By means of a lever system,
this movement is magnified about 8,000
times and photographed. When a
patient lies on the table, his feet touch
ing the footboards, the table begins to
The diagram at the
left explains the oper
ation of the Ballisto
cardiograph. The bed
CAMCRA can move only longi
tudinally. This move
ment causes a mirror
to swing; a pencil of
light, reflected from
the mirror, reaches
the camera and is
recorded.
Right—The effect of
exercise is shown by
these
ballistccardio
grams. The first two
show a normal person
before and after taking
prescribed exercise.
Photo from Or. Starr's
paper. Publication No. 13
of the American Associa
tion for the Advancement
American Journal of Physiology
of Science

move in time with the patient's heart
beats. What happens is this: as the
heart contracts, blood is discharged in
a headward direction. This blood
strikes the arch of the aorta and the
branched pulmonary artery and the
headward movement of the blood is ar
rested. The impact causes the body to
move headward and the forces acting
within the body are thus communicated
to the platform.

Two bottom records are from a person with
chronic rheumatic heart disease doing the same
exercise. The resting baUistocardiograra is en
tirely normal. After exercise the difference is
striking.
E OBSERVER
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A "Grain" of SUver
Is Not a Grain At All

R.C.A. Photo
A modern electron microscope.

Eastman Kodak Co. Photo
A "grain" of silver looks like this.

t^OR years, photographers have been
" talking about fine grain development
of films and in general have considered
that the "grain" of silver must be some
thing like a small particle of coke.
All these ideas about the general
appearance of a grain of silver will
have to be changed now, because the
silver grain is not a grain at all. As
a matter of fact, it probably resembles
a handful of seaweed more than any
thing else.
Recently, the Kodak Research Labo
ratories obtained photographs of silver
grains with the electron microscope.
These photographs show that the silver
is developed in the form of filaments;
but the thickness of the filaments does
depend upon the developer used.
According to Dr. C. E. Kenneth Mees,
Vice President of the Eastman Kodak
Company in charge of research and de
velopment, the new photographs upset
previous beliefs about the structure of
silver grains.
"Similar photographs," he says,
"were published in German journals a
short time ago. The silver grains of
which photographic images are com
posed are so small that their structure
cannot be seen with even the strongest
ordinary microscope, but they were sup
posed to have a coke-like structure. The
electron microscope, with which the
photos were taken, was patterned after
one designed by Professor E. F. Bur

ELECTRON
SOURCE

CONDENSER
COIL

ton, of the University of Toronto, and
the photos were taken in the Kodak
Research Laboratories by C. E. Hall,
one of Burton's students. The new
method can be applied to the study of
photographic images, and especially to
the mechanism of development."
This appearance of a grain of silver
reminds us somewhat of the growths
which we see when certain salts are
dropped into a solution of sodium
silicate (water glass). Here, too, the
thickness of the filaments depends on
many factors such as the concentration
of the solution, the temperature, the
size of the particle dropped into the
solution, etc.
Undoubtedly, and as a direct result
of investigations upon photographs, we
may expect better fine-grain films and
it is hoped that the investigation will
be carried into the field of printing
papers where improvements are much
to be desired.

Our New Laboratory

On the 25th of this month, the new
American Institute Laboratory will be
opened for original research by stu
dents affiliated with our Science and
Engineering Clubs.
Lack of space has prevented us from
featuring this laboratory in the cur
rent issue but watch for pictures in
our next number.

El e C T R O N
SOURCE

LIGHT

MAGNETIC
CONDENSER

CONDENSER
LENS

OBJECTIVE
COIl
MAGNETIC
O8J ECTIVE

SOURCE

O 8 J E C T I
LENS

PROJECTION
COIL

FLUORESCENT
S C R E E N OR
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PLATE

INTERMEDIATE
IMAGE
PROJECTOR

S E C O N D STAGE
MAGNIFIED IMAGE

An early electron microscope. Compare with top
photo.
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PROJECTOR
LENS

OBSERVATION.
SCREE
{PHOTOGRA

denser coils onto the specimen. After passing
through the specimen, the objective lens coil
forms a first image, enlarged about 100 times.
The projection lens coil then magnifies the image
Simplified sketch of the electron microscope
again about 250 times, ""»Vftlg an overall magni
developed in the RCA Laboratories at Camden,
fication of 25,000. The final enlarged image can
N. J. Diagram in center shows how closely the
be viewed directly by causing it to strike a
operation of the electron microscope is analogous
fluorescent screen which makes it visible, or
to the conventional light microscope, (right).
it can be made to record the image on a photo
Suitably shaped magnetic fields take the place
graphic plate for permanent record. The RCA
of conventional glass lenses. A beam of electrons
electron microscope has such enormous resolving
traveling at high velocity (at voltages of from
power that the final photograph can be usefully
34,000 to 100,000) takes the place of ordinary
magnified by photographic enlargement up to
light. The electron rays are converged by con
100,000 diameters.

Speed of 'Quakes'
Established by
New Seismographs
Earthquake waves found to travel in the
upper layer of the earth at 5.2 miles per
second instead of 4.8 miles, the previously
accepted velocity

"MEW measurements of the velocity
•^ ^ of earthquake waves underground,
requiring a revision of present theories
of conditions deep beneath the surface,
were reported recently by Dr. L. Don
Leet, Assistant Professor of Seismol
ogy, of Harvard, Director of the Har
vard Seismograph Station.
Utilizing the first comprehensive net
work of a new sensitive seismograph in
a study of some fifty earthquakes oc
curring in New England and vicinity in
the last six years, Dr. Leet found a
new high velocity for earthquake waves
traveling in the upper layer of the socalled "mantle" of the earth, some 21
miles beneath the surface.

Magnet
fitetf to
So*.

These diagrams explain the operation of the
Benioff Seismographs. A ''Transducer" is a de
vice actuated by power from a mechanical system
which supplies power to an electrical system,
or the reverse.
The mechanical system of the Benioff Seis
mometer is a weight suspended by springs so
that it is free to move horizontally for a hori
zontal component, or vertically for a vertical
component. To the base of the seismometer is
fastened a magnet. Attached to the moving mass
are two armatures and two coils, as shown above.
When the ground, hence the base attached to it,
moves, the magnet field through the coils is
changed, as the mass remains at rest.

Harvard University, Seismograph Station
Dr. L. Don Leet, Assistant Professor of Seismology, of Harvard Uni
versity, director of the Harvard Seismograph Station in the town of
Harvard, Mass., adjusting one of the station's new Benioff seismographs,
most sensitive known, with which new determinations were recently made
of the speed of earthquake waves underground. The instruments are located
in a chamber twenty feet underground, based on solid rock.

Earthquake "push" waves, a form
imparting a back-and-forth motion,
travel in the upper mantle at 5.2 miles
per second, Dr. Leet's measurements
show. The previously accepted velocity
was 4.8 miles per second.
The new figure is the highest velocity
ever recorded for this upper part of
the mantle, and cannot be explained in
terms of any familiar geological ma
terial or present theories about con
ditions of heat and pressure at the dis
tance of 21 miles beneath the surface,
Dr. Leet said. The measurements in
dicate that the physical laws and con
ditions applying deep underground are
still imperfectly known.
The instruments used in the study
were Benioff Seismographs, the most
sensitive yet devised, developed by Pro
fessor Hugo Benioff, of California In
stitute of Technology. Harvard has six
Benioff seismographs at its station at
Harvard, Mass. Collaborating with
Harvard in the study were the seismo
graph stations at the Dominion Observ
atory, Ottawa, and at Williams College,
Weston College, Fordham, and Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology.

Current from the seismometer coil goes to a
galvanometer and deflects the coil of the latter.
Part of this current is at the same time returned
to the seismometer by a bridge circuit to damp
the mass and eliminate its tendency to free vibra
tion, above. The final step in recording is shown
at the right, where light is reflected from a
mirror attached to the galvanometer and exposes
a sheet of bromide paper wrapped around a
drum. This drum rotates at a speed which ad
vances the paper 60 mm per minute, or 30, tss
desired. Once a minute a relay controlled by the
station clock jogs a prism in the oath of the
light beam and causes an offset in the recording
line, which serves for time reference. The normal
run for one record is 24 hours.

As a part of the study Dr. Leet was
able to map, for the first time, the sur
face layers of the earth in the New
England area, down to the mantle.
The New England top layer, he found,
is dominantly granitic, and stretches
down nine miles. A second layer com
posed of heavier minerals, probably
basaltic, is six miles thick. A third
layer, of undetermined composition, is
six miles thick.
Speeds of both the "push" variety ot
earthquake waves, and also the "shake"
type, were measured in each of the lay
ers. For example, it was determined
that the "push" wave travels at 3.8
miles per second in the top layer, 4.2
miles per second in the second layer,
4.45 miles per second in the third layer,
and 5.2 miles per second at the top of
the mantle.
The "shake" wave, imparting a sideto-side motion in earth-particles, is
slower than the "push" wave.
The study involved determination of
the location, and exact time of occur
rence of the earthquakes, and also of
the time of arrival of the various wave
forms at the observing stations. The
earthquake most important to the study
occurred in New Brunswick Sept. 30,
1937, recorded on six stations. Other
quakes observed took place in Canada,
New Jersey, and various New England
states; seven occurred within fifteen
miles of Times Square, New York City.

One coil on the Benioff seismometer drives a
galvanometer with period of Vt sec. and the
constants of this circuit produce magnifications
to the order of 200,000 maximum, especially
adapted to the registration of near earthquakes
and the preliminaries from distant ones. The
second coil drives a galvanometer with a period
of 14 sees, and this circuit, with much lower
magnification, is best adapted to registration of
distant strong earthquakes.
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In the Spotlight of Science
Latest developments in the world of discovery
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The mysterious bit of chemical
equipment shown in the photo
graph at the right is a continu
ous Webcell laboratory dialyzer
made of Lucite. Dialysis is a
method of separation of certain
substances, such as colloids, by
their property of passing through
membranes. The unit, here shown,
has been so designed that the
rates of flow of the solution and
water are constant. The dialyzing
area of this little unit is ap
proximately 225 square inches.
The membranes used are either
cellophane, parchment or other
material which are placed be
tween eleven rings of Lucite.
One great advantage of such a
unit is that the operations can
be readily observed because of
the plastic's transparent nature.
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Ford Motor Co. Photo
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Eighty of the largest fire department pumpers working
at full speed could barely produce a torrent of water
equal to the stream this strange-looking device lifts into
the main powerhouse at the Rouge Plant of the Ford
Motor Company in Dearborn, Michigan. It is the impeller
of a vertical lift pump which has a capacity of 157,750
gallons of water per minute (compared with a maximum

1

rcapacity of 2,000 gallons per minute in a fire department
i pumper). The impeller was photographed recently while
undergoing a minor repair in the Ford tool and die
shop. It is six feet in diameter and more than 20 feet
long. The water pumped by these impellers comes from
'a 15-foot tunnel which connects the plant with the
, Detroit River, two miles away.

Westinghouse Photo

The insulating tape on the current-carrying conductors of one of the largest turbine
generators ever built is applied by hand. The dexterity of women's hands is advantageously
used for this purpose as may be seen in the photograph above. When completed this
generator, being built at the East Pittsburgh Works of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company Plant, will be placed in the Waterside Station of the Consolidated
Edison Gas and Electric Company in New York City. It will develop 65,000,000 watts.

TJ. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service Photo

MUU Novelty Co. Photo

The president's son, James Roosevelt, is going in for dime-in-the-slot sound movies in a
big way. The new machine is shown in the photo above "stripped" to give a view of
its construction. It is entirely self-contained, having a projector, speakers and screen, all
in one cabinet. When ten-cents is inserted in the slot the machine plays for three minutes.
Each three-minute movie short is complete in itself. There are 8 to 10 soundies on a
single reel of film which is endless and requires no rewinding. The patron, however, cannot
select the picture he wants. He must take the next "soundie" coming up.
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What here looks like the jaws of a monster are two
exciting coils for a cyclotron, more popularly known as
an atom smasher, being assembled in the Department of
Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution !P
Washington, D. C. The coils, made by General Elect..
at Pittsfield, Mass., are shown in place on the magnet

General Electric Co. Photo

core of the cyclotron which will weigh abou' 220 tons
when complete. (Compare size with man in photo.)
The whirlpool effect of the finished atom smasher will
p-^duce velocities in a vacuum chamber between the
co . otherwise unobtainable—in this case equivalent to
a 17,000,000-volt vacuum tube.

A new method for plasticizing wood was recently announced by the Forest Products
Laboratory of the U. S. Forest Service at Madison, Wis. Comparatively simple in operation,
reasonably inexpensive, and of apparent application in the bending of wood and in the
production of cheap plastics and molded articles, the new treatment is a by-product
of the Laboratory's research on the chemical seasoning of refractory woods.
During the course of seasoning experiments, it was found that oak which had been
soaked in a concentrated solution of urea and then dried, became plastic and capable
of being bent, twisted, and compressed when a temperature approximately 212° F. was
reached and while the wood was still in the dry condition. The wood retained its plasticity
while at or above the critical temperature and resumed its normal hardness and rigidity
when cooled, retained its altered shape, unless reheated (see photo above). In addition
it was found that urea impregnated wood chips, or sawdust, when subjected to elevated
temperatures and pressures could be compressed to a density approaching that of basic
wood fiber, and that in becoming self-bonding with the urea-lignin produced by the
treatment, they form a material of true thermoplastic properties.
SCIENCE OBSERVER . FEBRUARY • 11

This photograph of the "Jacona," a 20,000 KW floating steam-electric
power station is operated by the Public Service Company of New

Hampshire. Note the cables leading from the rear of the ship through
which power is fed to the town requiring additional supply of energy.

50,000,000-Watt Floating Power Plants
CUPPOSE something should happen
^ to the electric power supply of a
large city such as New York, Chicago
or San Francisco, what then? People
have come to depend so much upon the
constancy of their supply of electric
power that it becomes difficult to
imagine what the results would be of
such a catastrophe. Of course, most
people would be without light (the
average household does not even have
a candle). Most places also would be
without heat because many of the mod
ern homes have oil burners which de
pend upon a constant source of electric
supply for their operation.
A situation similar to the one visual
ized in the previous paragraph occurred
in 1929 to the city of Tacoma, Wash
ington, when a shortage of water re
duced the power supply below the city's
requirements. Soon, thereafter, the U.
S. S. Lexington, a turbine-electric drive
battleship, coupled its generators to

Tacoma's service lines and supplied
much-needed power to that city.
In 1930, the Public Service Company
of New Hampshire placed in service
a floating power plant by installing two
10,000-kilowatt turbine generators in
the hull of the Jacona, a ship built
during the last war. At present, this
vessel is in service on the Piscataqua
River near Portsmouth, New Hamp
shire.
A projected 50,000-kilowatt self-con
tained floating power plant is being
studied today by the General Electric
Company. The value of such a vessel,
in an emergency, may be a huge factor
in the national defense program, ac
cording to A. P. Kellogg of the General
Electric Turbine Division. "This seems,"
Mr. Kellogg says, "to be the largest
rating practicable."
The hull of the vessel will be similar
to that of a lake freighter; its dimen
sions overall will be 290 feet with a

43-foot beam and a 10-foot draft. The
bridge clearance will be low, only 15
feet, to permit the vessel to pass under
low bridges.
Should it become desirable to carry
on extensive production work at some
point along the coast or at a river bank,
such a power barge could be moved to
that location and continue in operation
there until a permanent power plant
could be erected. At all times, however,
this barge would be immediately avail
able either for replacing damaged fa
cilities or increasing production at any
one spot where present power facilities
are already taxed to the limit. Plans
for the hull include a double bottom for
fuel, water storage or ballast. These
bottom tanks would permit lightening
the vessel to get over shallow draft
points or, by taking on extra weight,
would permit the ship to slide under
low bridges. Inside, the vessel will be
similar, to a modern central station.

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

Plans for the proposed 50,000-kilowatt floating power station for national defense.
12 •
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Would You
Believe It?
Curosities of Natural History
The Tasmanian Devil

T

HE Tasmanian Devil is a carniv
orous burrowing mammal of noc
turnal habits which preys on birds,
small wallabies, other small mammals
and even sheep. It also feeds on fish,
frogs and on carrion.
It is one of the strange marsupials
or pouched animals attaining a size ap
proximately that of the badger and
like most marsupials it carries its
young in a pouch (as do the Ameri
can oppossum or the kangaroo, wombat
and koala).
The normal facial expression of the
Tasmanian Devil suggests a perpetual
snarl. In confinement, says the Field
Museum of Natural History, Chicago,
it has usually proved untamable, re
sisting human approaches by uttering
a low, whining growl and by biting. A
photograph of this animal is shown in
the upper right corner of this page.

their own ground, blitzkrieged them
with its powerful feet, claws, and
hooked beak, and then devoured them.
The Mounted skeletal restoration of
this giant bird is the first of its kind
ever to be exhibited in any museum of
the world. It shows that in size Mesem
briornis was equal to ten or more of
our largest modern eagles, and was
without question one of the most spec
tacular of all birds either living or
extinct. The museum display includes
a drawing showing what the creature
must have looked like in life. (Right)

Field Museum of Natural History Photo

The Tasmanian Devil is just as vicious as it
appears to be.

Field Museum of Natural Hi3tory Photo

Artist's conception of how the bird at the left
must have appeared in life.

Prehistoric Terror Bird

100,000,000-Year-Old Pearls

A /I ESEMBRIORNIS, one of the ter
1V1 r O r birds that inhabited South
America during 20,000,000 years of the
Cenozoic Era (or Age of Mammals)
has been restored at the Field Museum
of Natural History, and placed on ex
hibition.
In an age when four-legged animals
were
predominant, Mesembriornis,
standing five feet in height on its two
legs, was a formidable fighting crea
ture with carnivorous habits, great
speed of locomotion, and terrific strik
ing, power. It met the mammals on

COLLECTION of about fifty 100,
A
000,000-year-old pearls is now
being studied at the U. S. National Mu

Field Museum of Natural History Photo

This is the only complete skeleton of a South
American terror bird which lived from 2,000,000
to 22,000,000 years ago. It was flightless. The
sjnaller skeleton is that of a large modern eagle.
Exhibited at Field Museum of Natural History.

Don't Feed the Bears
all the park permits, in
O Nformation
circulars and
bulletins relating to Uncle
Sam's National parks, warn
ings are issued against feeding
bears. Often visitors wonder
why they should not give a
tasty morsel to the playful
bruins. But the reason the
National Park Service contin
ues to drive the anti-bear feed
ing campaign is that the "cute
cub" the park visitor has first
helped to pauperize may later
turn into a dangerous ma
rauder. After this, any type of
Hooliganism on the part of the
bear becomes possible from
cuffing a too familiar photog
rapher to clawing a tent to
pieces or wrecking an auto.
So successful has been the
anti-bear feeding campaign
that during the past month not
a single bruin misbehaved.
Black bear clawing man feeding him
at Yellowstone National Park.

seum, Smithsonian Institution.
They were secreted in the bodies of
the Inoceramus, a large mollusk related
to the oyster, which was abundant in
the upper Cretaceous period of geo
logical history while the giant dino
saurs were coming to the end of their
days.
Once they may have been lustrous
gems. The milleniums in the depths of
the earth have robbed them of their
luster. They now are dull, yellowishgrey to dark grey in color and only an
expert would recognize them as pearls.
They were collected from Cretaceous
deposits in western Kansas and were
sent to the National Museum by George
F. Sternberg of the Fort Hays Kansas
State College. A report on them has
just been made to the Washington
Academy of Sciences by Roland W.
Brown, paleontologist of the U. S. Geo
logical Survey.
Fossil pearls, Dr. Brown says, appear
to be extremely rare. Only about 50
finds ever have been reported, although
presumably the process of natural pearl
formation has been active almost from
the time the oyster genus appeared on
earth.

Photos Courtesy Dr. Roland \V. Brown of the
U. S. Geological Survey

Left—a blister pearl from the Cretaceous period.
Right—pearl imbedded in an Inoceramus (large
ancient mollusk related to the oyster) shell.

II S Department of Interior. National Park Service Photo
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Prying into the Atom

Dr. F. A. Maxfield (left) and Dr. Otto A. Mort
ensen (right), standing beside their linear pulse
amplifier. The apparatus is used to measure the
alpha ray activity of blood samples taken from
the rabbit, which has been given a thorium di
oxide injection. The small crucible held by Maxfield contains a blood sample to be tested.

\ J EW light was shed on the forces
•*• ^ which hold together the parts of
atoms, basic energy particles of which
all matter is composed, in a report by
two Purdue University physicists.
Dr. L. D. Percival King and D. R.
Elliott, both of Purdue University, pre
sented their research results before
more than 200 American physicists at
tending the 237th meeting of the Amer
ican Physical Society, held as part of
the Fiftieth Anniversary Year of the
University of Chicago.
Bombardment, in the Purdue cyclo
tron, of a previously untested series of
elements, each containing one more
nuclear proton than neutron, produced
a second series of elements, briefly
radioactive, plus a single neutron per
reaction, it was explained. Each ra

dioactive element emitted a single posi
tron as its radioactivity disintegrated,
leaving a nucleus in which the number
of protons and neutrons have been in
terchanged.
The experiment, the scientists, be
lieve, offers verification for the theory
that atomic nuclei are composed of pro
tons and neutrons held together in
equilibrium
by
electrostatic
force
caused by the difference in their energy.
"If one assumes equality of forces
between neutrons and protons among
themselves, respectively, the emission
of a position from the heavier mem
ber of the pair results only in an inter
change in the number of protons and
neutrons," Dr. King reported.
"The difference in binding energy
may be attributed to electrostatic dif
ferences in energy. This electrostatic
force must exist since the protons have
a positive electrical charge, while the
neutrons have no such charge.
"Each of the elements, magnesium,
silicon, sulphur, and calcium, was bom
barded, the first three by alpha par
ticles, the fourth by a deuteron (heavy
hydrogen). In the first reaction radio
active silicon was produced from the
magnesium, with a neutron ejected in
the process. The half-life of the radio
active silicon was 4.92 seconds.
"In the second segment of the ex
periment silicon was bombarded with
an alpha particle, and radioactive sul
phur plus a neutron was produced. The
radioactive sulphur half-life was 3.1 X
seconds. In the third experiment the
alpha-particle bombardment of sulphur
produced radioactive argon and a neu
tron; half-life of the radioactive argon
was 1.91 seconds. The deuteron bom
bardment of calcium in the fourth ex
periment produced radioactive scan
dium, with a half-life of .87 seconds,
plus a neutron.
Development of a method of using
naturally radioactive thorium as a
"tracer" in studying blood disease was
repoi-ted at the same meeting by Dr.
F. A. Maxfield, electrical engineer, and
Dr. 0. A. Mortensen, anatomist, Uni

Dr. L. D. Percival King removing a sample from the cyclotron in which
were made the radio active materials described in the text.
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versity of Wisconsin.
The use of such radioactive sub
stances makes possible an ingenious
method for studying the manner in
which certain cells of the body purge
the blood stream of all foreign matter,
such as bacteria, and thus guard the
body against disease.
This purging process is known as
"phagocytosis" and is accomplished by
special cells located in the liver, spleen,
bone-marrow, and lymph nodes of the
body. When these cells come in con
tact with foreign substances in the
blood, they absorb the substance and
carry it out of the blood stream.
Scientists determine the speed with
which this process occurs by inject
ing foreign particles into the blood,
then studying the blood samples taken
at regular intervals, they determine the
rate at which the number of particles in
the blood is diminishing. However, the
injected particles are radioactive in
nature, the blood samples can be ex
amined under X-rays and the concen
tration of particles quickly determined
from the radioactivity of the sample.
Artificially produced radioactive sub
stances such as radio-phosphorus and
radio-sodium have been used previously
in similar research, but have the dis
advantages of injuring the body tis
sues, failing to enter easily into the
blood stream, and quickly losing their
radioactive properties.
On the other hand, naturally radio
active thorium has none of these dis
advantages and therefore provides a
superior type of "tracer."
It enters
quickly into the blood stream, does not
injure surrounding tissues, and long re
tains its radioactivity.
The scientists employed thorium in
the colloidal form of thorium dioxide,
using rabbits for the injections.
Results indicated that immediately
after the injection an absorption of
thorium began, the scientists reported.
The average time required for an al
most complete elimination of an injec
tion of one cc. of thorium from a rabbit
was five and one-half hours.

AU University oC Chicago Photos
Dr. Elliott is starting the electrical timer for the Geiger tube counter
used to measure the hall-life of radio active substances.

C l u b

Briefs

The Science Observer is the Official Organ of The American
Institute Science and Engineering Clubs. This chain of clubs
numbering many hundreds of active junior scientists, operating
from coast to coast extends even beyond the confines of these
United States. Reports of the activities of the various clubs are
sent to the Editor of this publication regularly by the corresponding
secretaries. Unfortunately, limitations of space prevent devoting
more than a few words to each.
To those clubs whose activities are not listed, we offer our
apologies. Nevertheless, we suggest you keep the editor informed
of your operations. An occasional brief note may convey an idea
to a member in a far-away city. If of general interest, it will be
published.
So, on your calendar of procedure include "Send Report to
Science Observer"— and do it!
* Name at end of each brief indicates Club Sponsor.

The Biology Club of the II tlham Cullen Bryunt
High School (Astoria, L. I . N. \'.), in addition
to carrying on all of its activities consisting of
held trips, lecture*, experimental and dissection
v\urk, are actively engaged on projects for the
coming Science l'an.
* Herman W. Ciliary, Biology Teacher
You have seen in print in the pages of this
publication the statement that "The American In
stitute Science and Engineering Clubs extend
beyond the geographical confines of these United
States." This month we welcome the Ruston
Science Club, the first club from Cuba. This
group, from the Ruston Academy at Havana, ex
pects to conduct their own Science Fair.
* Frank Sheldon, Teacher

The Biology Club
of B u y-iide High
School (B a y s i d c ,
N\ Y.) has an elabo
rate program, consitting of slide stain
ing-, skeletal trans
parencies, nutrition
e x p e r i m e n t s , rat
maze experiments,
chart making, and
model making.
• Max S c h e c t m a n ,
Laboratory Assistant
in Bology

Photos ffiurteay Harry A. Carpenter
We select the top two photos on this page merely as representative of two
of the highlights front a spectacular Science Congress staged by the
Rochester Science Center at West High School, Rochester, N. Y. This
photograph was taken while Hugh Griffith, evacuee from a town 30 miles
north of London and now a student at East High School, was delivering
his illustrated lecture "The Oscillograph in Determining Wave Patterns."

protozoans and other projects which will be re
ported upon in the future.
* Dr. Abraham B. Berman, Biology Teacher

Try It and Sec is the name of a Science Club
in the Westport Junior High School, Kansas
City. Mo. The members of this club try to live
up to the name selected for the group, because
in addition to demonstrations, experiments and
discussions, they are building various bits of
equipment to demonstrate scientific principles.
* Miss Artena M. Ollson, Biology and General
Science Teacher

A short time ago we editorialized upon the Big
Thicket area. A report from the "How and Why"
Science Club of the Orange High School (Orange
Texas) indicates that they are to study the
orchids in the Big Thicket area. This is only one
of their many activities which range from first aid
in all kinds of hobbies.
* Clara A. McBride, Science and Math. Instructor

Biological experimentation and a variety of craft
vkills occupy much of the time of the members of
the Bio-Tech Club of the Straubenmueller Textile
High School (New York. X. Y.).
" Doris Spier Harman, Biology Teacher

A health program is being put on by the
Louis Agassis Club of the St. Joseph School
(Denver, Colo.). Scrapbooks of things scientific
also are one of their prominent activities.
* Sister Mary George, Science Teacher

r reacricKtown nign ocuuoi i r ICUCI IUMUWU, I»U, /.
The program of this club is of a general scientific
nature but the topics for discussion and action

An exhibit entitled "The History of Communi
cation" is a project which has been undertaken
by the Pasteur Science Club of the Bronx House
(New York, X. Y ).
* Marvin Green. Director, -Nature and Science
Department
o
o
In the near future the Advanced Biology Club
of Boys' High School (Brooklyn. N. Y.) expects
to carry on experiments in mental telephathy, and
will also continue their work with nutrient solu
tions. At present, the members are engaged in
experiments on pigmentation, microscope work with

Special chapel programs supplement the class
room and club activities of the Central Carolina
Crucible Club of the Asheboro High School
(Asheboro. N. C ) .
* James M. Schreyer, Chemistry Teacher

Another photograph taken at the Rochester Sci
ence Center Congress (this Science Center is one
of many established by The American Institute in
many parts of the country). The photo shows
"What is Back of Incendiary Warfare," the sub
ject of an illustrated lecture delivered by Leon
Goldman and William Coombs of the Franklin
High School.

The Inquisitive Searchers of Science, a club
of the Manti High School (Manti, Utah) reports
that due to its comparatively recent founding, it
has not yet decided upon its activities definitely.
However, they are "on the lookout for worthy
' projects both individual and group."
* Howard Whitehead, Science Instructor
The Science Club of the High School of Music
and Art (New York. N. Y.) has a total member
ship of 117 active workers. Quite a record, don't
you think?
* Mrs. Dorothy Muller, Advanced Biology Teacher

All the expenses of the Roswell, New Mexico Science Fair were met by
refreshment stand, shown in
members of the Craft Club
(Also see page 18.)
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Fingerprinting
A project conducted and reported by
the Orange Science Club of Orange Cen
tralized High School, Galena, Ohio.

Members of the Orange Science Club fingerprint the entire High School
student body.

has often been impossible for law
I Tenforcement
agencies to identify
bodies, missing persons, and amnesia
victims. This has largely been due to
lack of information on the person. The
Orange Science Club decided that it
could be helpful in cutting down the
number of unidentified persons by fil
ing their own fingerprints and hope
that others will find it worthwhile to
duplicate the project in their respective
clubs.
Since the Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation maintains a file for civilians,
and since this file is accessible only to
law enforcement agencies, it was de
cided to offer our aid in so far as it
was possible to do so.
We were very pleased to receive a
reply to our letters from John Edgar
Hoover* saying that it would be a
pleasure to cooperate with us in taking
the fingerprints of all of the students
in our school. He also stated that he
was glad to hear that we were making
it a yearly project to obtain the records
of all the new students that entered the
school.
The F. B. I. sent sufficient personal
identification cards to take care of all
the students we have in school. Any
other school wishing to carry out a
similar project can obtain these also.

To acquaint us with the mechanics of
fingerprinting,
Sheriff
Phinney of
Delaware county offered his assistance;
he helped the students to take finger
print impressions of others.
Jack Percy, the President of Orange
Science Club, and Junior McMannus
typed the data on the identification
cards during their free study-hall
periods.
John Dye, Bill Van Meter, Lewis
Hamilton, and James Showers made the
impressions. They ha dthe assistance
of many of the other members in taking
the data, inking the plates, holding the
cards and in filing.
A great deal of time is involved in
doing this work. However, we believe
there is no better place to get this rec
ord than in schools, since nearly all the
people in the United States are enrolled
in educational institutions at some time
or other.
If any club wishes to assume a pro
ject similar to this, we would be pleased
to try to answer any questions which
might arise. However, most of the in
formation needed is gladly sent by the
F. B. I., and the local law enforce
ment agencies are more than willing
to do all they can to help.
Although most of our time was spent
in taking the prints, we were able to

recognize the main patterns into which
prints are divided. When this project
is complete we intend to study the
transfer and comparison of impressions.
We are listing some of the simple
aids to help those who will take the
prints:
1. Cut an old auto windshield into
strips about two inches wide (for the
inking plates).
2. Spread two or three drops of
printers ink on the plate with a squee
gee or printers' roller. Don't use too
much ink.
3. When the fingers are inked, roll
them from the difficult position to the
easy position. This prevents sliding of
the fingers and blurred prints.
4. Ink all fingers before placing the
prints on the data sheet. This saves
time.
5. Fold the data sheet, place the part
not being used under the cover of a
book, place the book at the very edge
of the table, and then roll the fingers
into the appropriate squares.
6. The data concerning the person is
taken on a blank sheet of paper at the
same time the prints are taken and
then the club members doing the typ
ing have only the transfer of informa
tion to complete.
7. The pictures which are used are
attached to the card with Scotch tape.
*On the next page is reprinted the
letter we received from F. B. I. Direc
tor J. Edgar Hoover.

PERSO^)AL IDENTIF CATION
Name ...
r'oi plainly)
Claamfica
Reference
RIGHT HAND
3 MiddkfincT

Color
L Thumb

2. Index fmg»r

*. Rin«hnger

5. Lit le fihger

.
i
Thuinl

L.ft Hand

LEFT HAND
8 Middle finccr

7. IndfxfinBff

]jPf,tnumb

9. R.nB finger

Right thumb Rilhl Hud

IU. Li He finger

IKWWMANT

MJEASE INCLUDE ALL REQUESTCD DAT*

Left—The Federal B u r e a u of I n v e s t i g a t i o n supplied t h e O r a n g e Science
Club of Galena, Ohio, with identification cards, o n e side of w h i c h i s
shown here. T h e s e cards, properly filled o u t for e v e r y s t u d e n t i n t h e
H i g h School were then sent b y t h e club t o t h e Civilian File of t h e
Federal B u r e a u of Investigation. T h e club hopes t o continue t o finger
print n e w s t u d e n t s a s t h e y enter t h e school. T h e s e records will prove
of value in identifying a n y s t u d e n t a s long a s h e o r s h e m a y exist.
Finished sample of t h e record i s shown above and a t t h e right.
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Making Positive
Plaster Casts
This manuscript placed "First" in the
Oklahoma Junior Academy of Science
Conference
By Ward Blocker
Student, Mabel High School

D L A S T E R casts are especially useful
*• in illustrating the biological sciences
and may be used in many different
phases of science education.
There are two types of casts, negative and positive. To illustrate the
difference in appearance between posi
tive and negative casts, it may be said
that a negative cast would correspond
to a track made by a rabbit in snow,
while a positive cast would appear as
the foot that made the track. The positive cast is exactly like the original and
presents a raised surface that may be
painted to give the same appearance of
the original object.
Only a few simple materials are
necessary to make a positive cast. Most
important is the modeling clay, from
which to make the mold and "fence."
This fence is merely strips of clay that
enclose the mold on all sides to prevent
the liquid plaster from running off before it sets. This fence must be stuck
to the base of the mold to prevent plaster from leaking out under it.
The other materials needed are a
roller to roll the clay out flat and
smooth; a bowl of water for the plaster
mixture; the Plaster of Paris; and the
object to be cast.
The technique for making all positive
casts is basically the same, although it
will vary slightly with the object to be
cast.
In making a leaf cast, roll the clay

Here is an interesting exhibit showing
the making of posi
tive plaster casts.
The display outlines
t h e step - by - step
process.

out flat and smooth with the roller—
then place the leaf veins down on the
clay, and push the roller slowly over it,
using a steady pressure to make the
veins shows uniformly.
This pushes the leaf down, making
its imprint on the clay. With a small
penknife lift the end of the stem out
of the clay (being careful not to distort
the mold) and slowly peel the leaf from
the clay. This insures sharply defined
veins and leaf edges. Now make a
fence around the mold, the height of
which will depend on the thickness of
the finished cast.
The next step is mixing the Plaster.
Take the approximate amount of water
necessary to fill your mold and add the
Plaster while stirring, being careful not
to get bubbles into the mixture because
they would produce small holes on the
surface of the cast. Enough plaster
should be added to give the mixture a
creamy consistency. The time required
for the plaster to set will depend upon
the consistency of the plaster when it
is poured; usually the length of time is
from 20 to 30 minutes.
When the plaster has set, remove the

Fingerprinting As A Club Project

A complete record of fingerprints made by club members of the Orange
Centralized Hteh School. Galena, Ohio, on forms provided by the F. B. I.

fence and grasp the cast firmly between
the finger tips; give a slight pull and it
will come free from the mold.
By replacing the "fence," it is pos
sible to make an indefinite number of
casts from the same mold.
If the casts are likely to receive
rough treatment, they should be reenforced. This is done by cutting
coarse screen wire to a size smaller
than the finished cast will present.
After enough plaster to cover the
surface of the mold has been poured,
place the screen on this and then pour
in the remainder of the plaster. The
resultant cast is much more resistant to
breakage, and a t the same time the
appearance is not affected.
After the cast has been removed
from the clay, it can be trimmed with
a knife by simply cutting off the excess plaster down to the size wanted.
This insures a uniform shape for all
the casts (which is desirable when
they are to be used for display).
After being trimmed to the desired
size and shape, the cast can be shel
lacked. Then it may be cleaned by
simply dusting it with a damp rag.

Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Department of Justice
Washington, D. C.
Mr. J. M. Berkebile,
October 4, 1940
Orange Centralized School,
Galena, Ohio.
Dear Mr. Berkebile:
Your communication dated September 23, 1940, has
been received, and I was indeed pleased to learn of the
plans of the members of the Science Club of the Orange
Centralized School to conduct a fingerprinting project at
flour School.
I want to assure you it will be a pleasure to cooperate
with you in every way possible, and I am forwarding
tinder separate cover 275 personal identification finger
•print cards for your use. After the finger impressions
have been placed on the cards and the personal data
completely filled out, they should be returned to this
Bureau for filing in the Civil Section of our Identification
Division. If additional cards are needed, do not hesitate
to call upon me.
I am enclosing a number of this Bureau's pamphlets
which I hope you will find of interest in this connection.
If assistance is needed in the mechanics of recording
the finger impressions, it is suggested that you might like
to contact your local law enforcement officers, who, I am
sure, will be glad to help.
Sincerely yours,
John Edgar Hoover, Director.
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Letters
SO THAT ALL MAY LEARN
Miss Flanagan
For a long time I have intended to
write a few lines to you to tell how much
we appreciate the help which the Insti
tute is giving high school science or
ganizations. The publications of the
Institute and the activities sponsored b
the organization are of the highest qual
ity and greatest assistance to our work
of any I have known of so far.
Our members are busy with the con
struction of an oscillator to be mounted
on a .portable metal case with our re
cently purchased teleplex. The entire
outfit will operate from 110 v. A. ('
power and is to be circulated like a
library book among the members to
enable them to prepare themselves eas
ily for the code section of their ama
teur license examination.
Enos B. Thornton, Sponsor
Arlington Amateurs.
Arlington Heights Twp. High School
Arlington Heights, 111.
A.I.S. & E. MEMBER MAKES GOOD
Editor:
John Rowley who graduated from our
high school in 1938 and returned for a
post graduate course in the following
year took part in the Science Congress
in Buffalo that same year.
He presented a working model of the
Van de Graaff atom smasher. At that
time he helped the rest of the science
students from Lockport High School to
win for the second successive year the
Gold Plaque awarded to the high school
presenting the best group of papers at
the Science Congress.
This year John has entered Carnegie
Institute of Technology to study Engi
neering. He was appointed to the staff
of the "Carnegie Technical" and his
9

to

the

The photo above shows some of the members of the Bayside High School Radio Club operating
their amateur radio station WZMTN. The station is built for operation on the 40 meter C.W.
(^coile) band and a modulator is now being constructed that will enable it to operate on phone.
The transmitter was constructed by members of the club and the power input is about 20 watts.
The boys in the picture are: at the key, Robert Weinberg, whose own call is W2MCR; tuning the
receiver, Arthur Johnson, whose own call is WZNFC; and listening with the earphones, Daniel
Sherror.

first assignment was to write an article
on the construction of modern atom
smashers. He was able to arrange a
visit to the Westinghouse laboratory in
Pittsburgh where one of the most reeent
and up-to-date atom smashers is being
built.
Using the information which he gath
ered from this visit together with the
information he had acquired while
building a small model in his high
school science club, John was able to
write an exceptionally fine article sev
eral pages long. The staff on this paper
consists usually of seniors and juniors
and it is rather a singular honor for a
freshman to be included.
John Rowley was the laboratory as-

J

WbbbU

Photo courtesy George N. Carothers
Perhaps other radio clubs affiliated with The American Institute will be able to "work" the two
stations shown on this page. The student with the phones in the above photo Is George Smith,
one ol the winners of the R.C.A. Radio contest for 1940. He was one of eleven boys chosen from
some 2,500 to receive a month's free trip to New York City and the World's Fair plus $10». At a
banquet given to these boys before they started home in August, 1940, each received a portable
radio. George was "Electricall Engineer"
president of the Science Club which conducted the
Engineer and
an p
R U
N
Fair
RosweU,
New Mexico
Mexico, Science Fair.
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Editor

sistant in the Physics Department of
the Lockport High School for one year.
Undoubtedly, his experience in Science
will help him a great deal in his chosen
profession.
Warren Marsh.
Lockport High School
Lockport, N. Y.
Photo and report published in our
June, 1940, ^ss^le—Editor.
ENJOYED WORKSHOP COURSE
Editor:
I wish to express my sincere appre
ciation for being allowed to enroll as a
student of the Workshop Course II in
Chemistry at New York University.
The classes which I attended were
even more interesting than I had ex
pected them to be. I thought you might
be interested in knowing that I partic
ularly enjoyed the laboratory periods.
The information which I gathered will
be used as material for our Edison Sci
ence Club meetings.
I shall remember this fine experience
with gratitude for a long while to come.
Bogota, N. J.
Walter E. Braun.
In the New York area, Workshop
Courses are conducted for members of
The American Institute Science and
Engineering Clubs.—Editor.
FROM BIO-FANS!
Editor:
We wish to thank you for the won
derful opportunity that we had in join
ing The American Institute Science and
Engineering Clubs.
We are going into Biology with great
ambition. Some of the specimens we
have dissected are the starfish, clam,
crayfish and the worm. We find this
study practical and useful in our daily
life.
William Pahlen, President
Biology Club
St. Wendelin High School,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Photo taken at the Annual Science Congress of The American Institute
Science and Engineering Clubs at the American Museum of Natural History. This shows Walter Zarse (right) assisted by John Rumely with their
collection of specimens unearthed on Manhattan Island.

Science Congress
Reports
year The American Insti
E VERY
tute, among other things holds a

Science Congress for members of its
Science and Engineering Clubs at the
American Museum of Natural History.
Here students present papers and give
demonstrations of their activities.
(Similar Congresses are conducted
at Science Centers established else
where throughout the country.
For
example, the Rochester Science Center
held its First Congress this year; pho
tos of this event appear elsewhere in
this issue. Oneonta, Syracuse, Buffalo,
Pennsylvania, Florida, Maryland, Dela
ware, District of Columbia, Kansas,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Missouri, Texas,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Iowa, Vir
ginia, North Carolina, Mississippi, In
diana, Illionis and Kentucky are other
science centers which will conduct state
wide or territorial Congresses in the
next few months.)
But to go back to the New York Con
gress, 4.] Science Clubs within an area

The demonstration attending the lecture delivered by Baruch Blumberg
showed the production of liquid sulphur dioxide which was then used to
freeze a small quantity of water. Both Messrs. Zarse and B lumbers won
honors for their schools and awards for themselves.

of oOO miles of the city were repre
sented.
The talks and demonstrations, judged
by adults, after evaluation, placed the
following as prize winners.
The award for the outstanding dem
onstration in General Science—a trip to
the plant and laboratory of the West
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company—went to Roy Glauber of the
Photography Club of the Bronx High
School of Science.
The award for Biological Science—a
trip to the laboratories of Carnegie
Institution of Washington and the Fish
Hatcheries at Cold Spring Harbor, L.
I.—went to Walter Zarse of the Biology
Club of Benjamin Franklin High
School.
The award in Physical Science—a
trip to the laboratories and plant of the
General Electric Company at Schenec
tady—was presented to Baruch Blum
berg of the Chem Club of Far Rockaway High School, Far Rockaway,
N. Y.
Honorable Mention Certificates were
awarded to the following:

An interesting exhibit at the Science Coneress was this demonstration
Odormeter to determine the smelt most attractive to insects. Thii lecture
was delivered by Miss Selma Friedman of the Physiology Club of Evander
Childs High School assisted by Nicholas Sannurtano.

GENERA]. SC1KXCE
.Mmna bdijIKi, Churn Squad, Girls' Commercial
II. S.. Uiuuklyn
Jean Caracci, \V illoughby Science Club, Jr.
H. 5. No. loJ, Brooklyn
BIOLOGICAL sCIE.NCt
Selma .Friedman, Fhjsiulogy Club, Evaiuki
Childs 11. t>. Uronx
Ira Pilgrim, Culture Squad, High School of
Science, Ltnjnx
Julius Simon, Culture Squad, High School ui
Science, Bronx
Dominic J. i'lro, Construction Club, Grovcr
Cleveland H. b., 'Jut-cns
Anthony J. Ferzola, Construction Club, Grovu"
Cleveland H. S., Queens
Richard Corth. Biology Squad Club, Abraham
Lincoln H. S , Brooklyn
Arthur Goldberg, Biology Club, Win. Cullen
Br>ant H. S., (Jueens
M. Jliadncld Stranton, Penturson Science Club,
Menden, Conn.
PHYSICAL SC1E.NCE
David Black, Engineering Club, Richmond Hill
H. S., (Juecns
Cecil Lubitz, Science Club, Eastern District
H. S., Brooklyn
Theixsa Zinghini, Chem Squad, Girls' Commer
cial H. S., Brooklyn
Martin Weinberg, Chemistry Club, Bo>s' H. S-,
Brooklyn
Harry Rice, Physics Club, Stuyvesant H. S.,
Manhattan
Leon B. Keller, Science Survey Club, Wm.
Cullen Bryant H. S., IJueerJS
Continued on next paiic

A lot of original work was done by Ray Glauber, one of the prize winners
in this year's Annual Science Congress. Not only did Roy build his own
spectroscope but also a telescope and special cameras for microscopy,
telescopy and spectroscopy.
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Science Congress Reports
( ontinued from previous pane
David Medvcd, Chemistry Club, Furness Jr.
H. S., Philadelphia, Pa
Emanuel Davis, Alchemists Club, Abraham Lin
coln H. S., Brooklyn
Eric Vero, Chemistry Club, Haaren II. S.,
Manhattan
Matthew Cohen, Science Club, Townsend Harris
H. S., Manhattan
S. Lasker, Chemistry Club, High School of
Science, Bronx
lJ.iiiiel Schacher, Radio Club, High School of
Science, Bronx
John LoPorto, Archimedes Science Club, Emer
son H. S., Union City, N. J.

Begins
Where the
Textbook
Leaves Off
A weekly magazine
For the popularization of
science

LOWEST PRICES ON
LEADING MAGAZINES
NOW AVAILABLE
It is now possible for you to secure
The Science Observer and any of the
following magazines at reduced cost!

SCHOLASTIC
JUNIOR SCHOLASTIC
YOUTH TODAY
BOYS' LIFE
AMERICAN CIRL
THESE

CLUB

OFFERS

REPRESENT

less Operators' Association offers a twoyear course in Radio Technology at the
R.C.A. Institutes, Inc.
The winner is chosen from the re
sults of a competitive examination.
Only Graduating Seniors are eligible to
take the exams which are given at your
own school.
Ask your sponsor about this!

A MERICAN Institute members and
•LX all photo enthusiasts in the terri
tory encompassed by the Buffalo Science
Center will be interested in viewing the
Salon of Photography at the Buffalo
Museum of Science, Buffalo, N. Y., from
January 25 to February 2. It promises
to be a treat.

T

Published by

READ

HIS scholarship, made available
T
annually only to American Insti
tute club members by the Veteran Wire

Adult Activities

The American Institute of the
City of New York

FULLY—THEY

Buffalo Salon of
Photography

Marconi Memorial
Scholarship

WO Short Courses in Science are
being conducted at present for adult
members of The American Institute.
The first course is "Psychiatry and
Its Current Panoramic Position" by
Arthur N. Foxe, M. D., formerly psy
chiatrist for the Department of Cor
rection of New York State and instruc
tor in neurology, Bellevue Medical Col
lege.
The second is "Clinical and Public
Health Aspects of Vitamin Deficien
cies" by Norman Joliffee, M. D., Asso
ciate Professor of Medicine, New York
University College of Medicine and
Chief of the Medical Service, Psychia
tric Division of Bellevue Hospital.
These lectures are on Tuesdays, be
ginning January 7 to 21 and on Thurs
days, beginning January 9 to 23, re
spectively.

tlnghouse l'hoto

For years you have learned that a feather and a
bullet will fall side by side in a vacuum and that
two objects of identical weight and size will roll
down smooth, inclined planes side by side. But
don't believe it, because two identical steel balls
(in so far as the outside appearance would seem
to indicate) travel down at different speeds as is
demonstrated in the photo above. The reason is
that one of the balls contains tiny particles of
loosely packed powdered tungsten. This makes
the ball lazy by absorbing part of its energy.
This principle of energy absorption is used on re
lays to prevent the electrical contacts from
bouncing apart after they have clicked closed.

CARE

SUBSTAN

TIAL SAVINGS FOR Y O U .
WHY

NOT ENTER

YOURS

GIFT SUBSCRIPTION

Science Observer
with
SCHOLASTIC
JUNIOR SCHOLASTIC
YOUTH TODAY
BOYS' LIFE
AMERICAN GIRL

AND A

TODAY?
YOUR
PRICE
$2.25
1.25
3.25
1.75
2.00

YOU
SAVE
$.75
.65
.75
.75
.75

GROUP RATES A N D SPECIAL OFFERS
SCIENCE OBSERVER—one year
$.50
SCIENCE OBSERVER—two years. . .75
THE SCIENCE LEAFLET—one year.$2.00
THE SCIENCE LEAFLET—two years 3.50
SCIENCE LEAFLET & YOUTH TODAY
one year 4.50
Send remittance to

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
60 East 42nd St.

New York, N. Y.

Above you see one of the most unusual libraries in the world—a library of tools maintained bv the
Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, Michigan. This photo was sent to us by John Haien, Director of
Training, who is at present engaged in preparing young men for national defense. Examination
of the photo will reveal hundreds of lathes under the bench, on top of which may be seen a string
of jig-saws extending as far as the eye can reach. And yet, this photo represents only a small
part of the library; the bench extends for almost the same distance in the opposite direction.
Here, those who do not have tools can borrow them the same as one would books. W e are hopeful
that this plan will grow and libraries of this type will soon extend from coast to coast.

.ie Science Observer is a publication of The
the City of New York—a non-profit making organization devoted to
the promulgation of Science and Industry.

